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A carafe, that is a blind glass.
A kind in glass and a cousin, a spectacle and nothing
strange a single hurt color and an arrangement in a system
to pointing. All this and not ordinary, not unordered in not
resembling. The difference is spreading.

Glazed glitter.
Nickel, what is nickel, it is originally rid of a cover.
The change in that is that red weakens an hour. The
change has come. There is no search. But there is, there is
that hope and that interpretation and sometime, surely any
s is unwelcome, sometime there is breath and there will be
a sinecure and charming very charming is that clean and
cleansing. Certainly glittering is handsome and convincing.
There is no gratitude in mercy and in medicine. There can
be breakages in Japanese. That is no programme. That is no
color chosen. It was chosen yesterday, that showed spitting
and perhaps washing and polishing. It certainly showed no
obligation and perhaps if borrowing is not natural there is
some use in giving.

A substance in a cushion.
The change of color is likely and a difference a very little
difference is prepared. Sugar is not a vegetable.
Callous is something that hardening leaves behind what
will be soft if there is a genuine interest in there being present
as many girls as men. Does this change. It shows that dirt is
clean when there is a volume.
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A cushion has that cover. Supposing you do not like to
change, supposing it is very clear that there is no change in
appearance, supposing that there is regularity and a costume
is that any the worse than an oyster and an exchange. Come
to season that is there any extreme use in feathers and cotton.
Is there not much more joy in a table and more chairs and
very likely roundness and a place to put them.
A circle of fine card board and a chance to see a tassel.
What is the use of a violent kind of delightfulness if there
is no pleasure in not getting tired of it. The question does
not come before there is a quotation. In any kind of place
there is a top to covering and it is a pleasure at any rate there
is some venturing in refusing to believe nonsense. It shows
what use there is in a whole piece if one uses it and it is
extreme and very likely the little things could be dearer but
in any case there is a bargain and if there is the best thing
to do is to take it away and wear it and then be reckless be
reckless and resolved on returning gratitude.
Light blue and the same red with purple makes a change.
It shows that there is no mistake. Any pink shows that and
very likely it is reasonable. Very likely there should not be a
finer fancy present. Some increase means a calamity and this
is the best preparation for three and more being together. A
little calm is so ordinary and in any case there is sweetness
and some of that.
A seal and matches and a swan and ivy and a suit.
A closet, a closet does not connect under the bed. The band
if it is white and black, the band has a green string. A sight
a whole sight and a little groan grinding makes a trimming
such a sweet singing trimming and a red thing not a round
thing but a white thing, a red thing and a white thing.
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The disgrace is not in carelessness nor even in sewing it
comes out out of the way.
What is the sash like. The sash is not like anything mustard
it is not like a same thing that has stripes, it is not even more
hurt than that, it has a little top.

A box.
Out of kindness comes redness and out of rudeness
comes rapid same question, out of an eye comes research,
out of selection comes painful cattle. So then the order is
that a white way of being round is something suggesting
a pin and is it disappointing, it is not, it is so rudimentary
to be analysed and see a fine substance strangely, it is so
earnest to have a green point not to red but to point again.

A piece of coffee.
More of double.
A place in no new table.
A single image is not splendor. Dirty is yellow. A sign of
more in not mentioned. A piece of coffee is not a detainer.
The resemblance to yellow is dirtier and distincter. The clean
mixture is whiter and not coal color, never more coal color
than altogether.
The sight of a reason, the same sight slighter, the sight of a
simpler negative answer, the same sore sounder, the intention
to wishing, the same splendor, the same furniture.
The time to show a message is when too late and later
there is no hanging in a blight.
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A not torn rose-wood color. If it is not dangerous then a
pleasure and more than any other if it is cheap is not cheaper.
The amusing side is that the sooner there are no fewer the
more certain is the necessity dwindled. Supposing that the
case contained rose wood and a color. Supposing that there
was no reason for a distress and more likely for a number,
supposing that there was no astonishment, is it not necessary
to mingle astonishment.
The settling of stationing cleaning is one way not to shatter
scatter and scattering. The one way to use custom is to use
soap and silk for cleaning. The one way to see cotton is to
have a design concentrating the illusion and the illustration.
The perfect way is to accustom the thing to have a lining and
the shape of a ribbon and to be solid, quite solid in standing
and to use heaviness in morning. It is light enough in that. It
has that shape nicely. Very nicely may not be exaggerating.
Very strongly may be sincerely fainting. May be strangely
flattering. May not be strange in everything. May not be
strange to.

Dirt and not copper.
Dirt and not copper makes a color darker. It makes the
shape so heavy and makes no melody harder. It makes mercy
and relaxation and even a strength to spread a table fuller.
There are more places not empty. They see cover.
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Nothing elegant.
A charm a single charm is doubtful. If the red is rose and
there is a gate surrounding it, if inside is let in and there
places change then certainly something is upright. It is
earnest.

Mildred’s umbrella.
A cause and no curve, a cause and loud enough, a cause
and extra a loud clash and an extra wagon, a sign of extra,
a sac a small sac and an established color and cunning, a
slender grey and no ribbon, this means a loss a great loss a
restitution.

A method of a cloak.
A single climb to a line, a straight exchange to a cane, a
desperate adventure and courage and a clock, all this which
is a system, which has feeling, which has resignation and
success, all makes an attractive black silver.

A red stamp.
If lilies are lily white if they exhaust noise and distance
and even dust, if they dusty will dirt a surface that has no
extreme grace, if they do this and it is not necessary it is not
at all necessary if they do this they need a catalogue.
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A box.
A large box is handily made of what is necessary to
replace any substance. Suppose an example is necessary, the
plainer it is made the more reason there is for some outward
recognition that there is a result.
A box is made sometimes and them to see to see to it neatly
and to have the holes stopped up makes it necessary to use
paper.
A custom which is necessary when a box is used and
taken is that a large part of the time there are three which
have different connections. The one is on the table. The two
are on the table. The three are on the table. The one, one
is the same length as is shown by the cover being longer.
The other is different there is more cover that shows it. The
other is different and that makes the corners have the same
shade the eight are in singular arrangement to make four
necessary.
Lax, to have corners, to be lighter than some weight, to
indicate a wedding journey, to last brown and not curious,
to be wealthy, cigarettes are established by length and by
doubling.
Left open, to be left pounded, to be left closed, to be
circulating in summer and winter, and sick color that is grey
that is not dusty and red shows, to be sure cigarettes do
measure an empty length sooner than a choice in color.
Winged, to be winged means that white is yellow and
pieces pieces that are brown are dust color if dust is washed
off, then it is choice that is to say it is fitting cigarettes sooner
than paper.
An increase why is an increase idle, why is silver cloister,
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why is the spark brighter, if it is brighter is there any result,
hardly more than ever.

A plate.
An occasion for a plate, an occasional resource is in buying
and how soon does washing enable a selection of the same
thing neater. If the party is small a clever song is in order.
Plates and a dinner set of colored china. Pack together
a string and enough with it to protect the center, cause a
considerable haste and gather more as it is cooling, collect
more trembling and not any even trembling, cause a whole
thing to be a church.
A sad size a size that is not sad is blue as every bit of blue
is precocious. A kind of green a game in green and nothing
flat nothing quite flat and more round, nothing a particular
color strangely, nothing breaking the losing of no little piece.
A splendid address a really splendid address is not shown
by giving a flower freely, it is not shown by a mark or by
wetting.
Cut cut in white, cut in white so lately. Cut more than any
other and show it. Show it in the stem and in starting and in
evening coming complication.
A lamp is not the only sign of glass. The lamp and the cake
are not the only sign of stone. The lamp and the cake and
the cover are not the only necessity altogether.
A plan a hearty plan, a compressed disease and no coffee,
not even a card or a change to incline each way, a plan that
has that excess and that break is the one that shows filling.
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A seltzer bottle.
Any neglect of many particles to a cracking, any neglect
of this makes around it what is lead in color and certainly
discolor in silver. The use of this is manifold. Supposing a
certain time selected is assured, suppose it is even necessary,
suppose no other extract is permitted and no more handling
is needed, suppose the rest of the message is mixed with a very
long slender needle and even if it could be any black border,
supposing all this altogether made a dress and suppose it
was actual, suppose the mean way to state it was occasional,
if you suppose this in August and even more melodiously,
if you suppose this even in the necessary incident of there
certainly being no middle in summer and winter, suppose
this and an elegant settlement a very elegant settlement is
more than of consequence, it is not final and sufficient and
substituted. This which was so kindly a present was constant.

A long dress.
What is the current that makes machinery, that makes it
crackle, what is the current that presents a long line and a
necessary waist. What is this current.
What is the wind, what is it.
Where is the serene length, it is there and a dark place
is not a dark place, only a white and red are black, only a
yellow and green are blue, a pink is scarlet, a bow is every
color. A line distinguishes it. A line just distinguishes it.
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